ESPSearch is a computer program for rapidly identifying nucleic acid or amino acid sequences of any length within any
INTRODUCTION
The availability of protein and genomic databases makes identifying specific sequences from within long sequences and databases a common activity, such as for small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), artificial transcription factor binding sites, and protein-protein interaction motifs. However, currently available tools tend to be highly specialized and suited for only a small number of applications. In addition, no general tool exists for identifying patterns comprising several other sequences when those sequences can be arranged in a large number of ways.
We designed a computer program, ESPSearch (Exact Sequence and Pattern Search), to address this deficit. ESPSearch was designed with five specific requirements in mind. First, the program must allow the user to specify the exact target sequences to be searched for and allow for several sequences at once. Most current tools fail this requirement, especially fixed databases with predetermined target sequences, such as the TRANSFAC ® (1) transcription factor database tools, tools for identifying restriction enzyme recognition sites, and the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) (2) and PROSITE (3) database tools, which can only search for a single sequence at a time. Moreover, while BLAST is excellent at identifying related sequences of sufficient length, it makes several assumptions useful for some applications but poorly suited for identifying shorter sequences with particular constraints.
Second, the program must be able to identify target sequences of any length and with possibly highly variable composition (i.e., the targets may contain wildcards or built-in gaps). Some PROSITE (3) and EMBOSS (4) tools also have this capability, but only for a single sequence at a time.
Third, the program must be able to match a pattern of the identified target sequences meeting arbitrary (userspecified) criteria, through a separate logical step that need not always be used. Although many existing tools search for "patterns," these are equivalent to what we define as a "target sequence," which is a single sequence that may contain wildcards, specific gaps, and mismatches. When we refer to patterns, we mean a more complex sequence that consists of groups of individual target sequences. For example, a simple pattern is the binding site of a heterodimeric protein on DNA, which can be represented as AB, where each letter represents any target sequence from a database; the pattern corresponds to the entire heterodimer binding site. The web application PatSearch (5) is a powerful tool based on regular expressions for matching patterns, but it only searches for a single pattern at a time and must refer explicitly to subunits (target sequences), so complex searches with PatSearch might require millions of individual searches. A tool to search RESEARCH REPORT all these combinations in one step does not exist elsewhere.
Fourth, the program should have an intuitive input format that does not require knowledge of regular expression formatting. Most general tools currently available are based on the use of regular expressions, which are powerful but difficult to learn and understand. In addition, programs that rely on regular expression formatting tend to avoid searching for multiple, distinct sequences at once. Instead, search utilities tend to focus on how to represent all target sequences with a single regular expression, which can be difficult or impossible for some searches. In such cases, multiple searches must be performed serially.
Finally, the program must be free and available for modification. Many excellent search tools are commercially available but are expensive and frequently offer little or no user-control over most parameters and assumptions. A general-purpose tool should not only be widely available, including functioning on many different operating systems, but should also have all search parameters and the source code available for modification.
We demonstrate some applications of ESPSearch by designing a variety of possible artificial transcription factors, estimating the specificity of artificial transcription factors and siRNAs, and identifying possible protein-protein binding sites.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
ESPSearch was written in Python, a scripting language available for nearly any operating system, and should run on any computer with Python installed. Our searches were performed on a PC with a 1.8 GHz Intel ® Pentium ® IV processor and 1 GB of random access memory (RAM) running Microsoft ® Windows ® 2000. All searches were performed under nonstringent conditions (i.e., background applications such as antivirus software and firewall present with a live network connection). ESPSearch, instructions, and examples may be downloaded at http://web.chemistry.gatech.edu/~doyle/ espsearch/.
ESPSearch loads a user-specified database of target sequences (the sequences to be searched). All variations of target sequences due to wildcards and mismatches are expanded, and each sequence is assigned a unique memory address. For nucleic acid searches, reverse complements to each sequence are also generated to identify matches on the complement strand without actually generating or searching the complement. ESPSearch loads a specified rule set that allows it to interpret the target sequences and source sequence and how they relate to each other (e.g., that A and T are complements or that X represents any amino acid). The source sequence (the sequence to be searched) is loaded in steps into a buffer, by default approximately 1000 positions long. The program automatically determines and uses a fixed "window" length to examine the sequence in the buffer, stepping through it to examine each possible window. The window size is automatically set and varies with the specifics of each database. The memory address that corresponds to each window is generated, and that address is checked to determine if one or more target sequences match: if the address does not exist, then no sequences match; if it does exist, the matching sequences are output in one of several available formats. Databases containing target sequences with gaps or with a variable length use a fixed window to determine if the first part of the sequence matches and then searches forward in the buffer to determine if the next positions correspond to the remaining portions of the tentatively identified target sequences. Upon output, the location, sequence, and matching target sequence name are stored for pattern processing. Upon completing the scan of a buffer for individual target sequences, pattern processing is performed on the identified sequences. Each located target sequence is sequentially assigned to the first position in each pattern. The following positions are then checked for target sequences that match the remaining pattern positions at the specified relative distance (gaps may be specified at particular locations in patterns). When evaluating whether a target sequence is acceptable in the pattern, the following variables may be specified: (i) the strand the target sequence occurs on relative to the first position in the pattern (for nucleic acid searches); (ii) whether the position is marked as required to be unique (i.e., the target sequence found at that position must not be found anywhere else in the pattern); (iii) whether the target sequence in the position needs to be identical to some other position in the pattern; and (iv) for positions marked as identical, whether the sequences are physically identical (i.e., the same sequence) or simply recognized by the same target(s), which is an important distinction when wildcards and mismatches are used. Upon completing the scan of a buffer for all patterns, a new buffer is loaded, retaining the necessary information from the previous buffer to ensure that patterns that occur across buffer loads are not missed. The patterns used here are represented in a slightly simplified form, where uppercase and lowercase letters represent target sequences found on different strands (e.g., Aa represents two sequential target sequences, but one on each strand of the source sequence), and gaps are represented as a subscripted numerical range.
The speed of a search varies linearly with the length of the source sequence. A typical search of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome, 12.1 million bp, takes 4-12 s. In addition, the amount of output generated by a search also affects the speed; when the amount of output generated (in bytes) is less than the source sequence, this factor is relatively unimportant. The complexity of the target sequence database also influences search speed, but only tremendously complex databases (e.g., multiple gaps with very large ranges in each target sequence, many wildcards, and numerous mismatches tolerated) have a significant effect. Memory usage is dependent on the total number of expanded sequences to be identified, but we found that only exceptional searches used more than a few MB of RAM.
APPLICATIONS

Identification of Heterodimeric Artificial Transcription Factors
ESPSearch was used to design possible dimeric artificial transcription factors that utilize human zinc fingers to bind DNA. The artificial transcription factors were designed to target p53 binding sites because p53-regulated genes involved in apoptosis are frequently turned off in cancerous cells due to mutations in p53 (6) . Zinc fingers are common, modular peptide units that recognize 3 bp (triplet) DNA sequences and can be fused in a single protein to recognize longer sequences and activate genes (7, 8) . Reactivation of a p53-regulated gene using a zinc finger-based artificial transcription factor has recently been demonstrated (9) .
To identify possible artificial transcription factors, we created a database containing the DNA triplet(s) reported to be recognized by 56 human zinc fingers, which include several wildcard positions (10) , and used a rule set corresponding to standard International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) notation for DNA. A dimeric construct was used for three reasons: dimeric proteins tend to be more specific than monomeric proteins (11) (12) (13) ; most artificial transcription factors to date are monomeric, but an example of a dimeric protein based on engineered zinc fingers was recently reported (14) ; and because a dimeric system is a more challenging design problem that illustrates the complexity ESPSearch can address.
We searched for binding sites in 12 known human p53 recognition sites (in nine p53-regulated genes) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . The majority of the p53 recognition sites are fewer than 25 bp long. The total number of base pairs to be recognized is 18; therefore each monomer needs to contain three zinc fingers ( Figure 1A) . A variable gap of 0-6 bp is allowed between the binding sites for each monomer. The pattern corresponding to these constraints is ABC 0-6 DEF: any three zinc finger binding sites, a gap of up to 6 bp, and any three additional zinc finger binding sites. Each group of three triplets could be on either strand, so we also used the pattern ABC 0-6 def.
ESPSearch scans the source sequence for sequences matching the desired patterns. Of the 12 p53 recognition sites searched, ESPSearch identified sequences matching the pattern in six (regulating five genes); the identified sequences and corresponding zinc finger proteins are shown in Table   1 . Several p53 recognition sites contain more than one possible heterodimer (e.g., BAX). In addition, several human zinc fingers bind the same triplet, so there are often several choices for a zinc finger at a given position within a monomer. The specific zinc fingers shown in Table 1 were chosen on the basis of specificity, and arbitrarily in the event of multiple zinc fingers with comparable specificity. Binding affinity or selectivity could be used to further refine choices, but that information has not yet been reported for all of the zinc fingers.
Each of the six sites where a heterodimer was not identified contain at least one set of three sequential recognized triplets (i.e., half a heterodimer). By extending the source sequence three additional base pairs 5′ and 3′ to the p53 recognition site in the search, heterodimers for two additional genes were identified (data not shown).
Despite using human zinc fingers that recognize only 27 of 64 possible DNA triplets, ESPSearch identifies possible heterodimers in half of the p53 recognition sites searched, including one as short as 20 bp. A majority of Table 1 by determining which sequences matched at least one of those arrangements, and does so nearly instantaneously.
Identification of Homodimeric Artificial Transcription Factors
We next searched for sequences hypothetically bound by homodimers because homodimers are encoded in half the DNA required to encode a heterodimer. For therapeutic applications, it is often desirable to deliver as little DNA as possible. However, homodimers are a more challenging design problem because it dramatically reduces the likelihood of finding a target sequence. To identify a variety of hits, the search pattern was therefore changed to contain only two zinc fingers in each monomer, allow a greater gap between units, and identify dimers in three orientations.
ESPSearch simultaneously searched for direct, inverted, and everted repeats recognized by human zinc fingers. Specifically, the patterns AB 0-15 AB and AB 0-15 ba were used, which correspond to homodimers containing two zinc fingers recognizing direct repeats (ABAB) and inverted (ABba) or everted repeats (abBA), with a variable gap of 0-15 bases (Figure 1 , B and C). We chose BAX as the gene to be regulated and used the 1000 bp before the transcription start site as the source sequence. The p53 recognition site occurs in the middle of this region (16) . We are unaware of any property that makes homodimers particularly easy or difficult to identify in the BAX promoter, so other genes may require more or less stringent patterns to identify a reasonable variety of targets. Table 2 shows the identified sequences and corresponding zinc finger proteins after discarding hits in a likely non-unique region of AT repeats. No sequence overlaps the p53 recognition site, but several of them are within approximately 100 bp. ESPSearch identified numerous possible dimeric artificial transcription factors in this relatively short promoter region, of a variety of types. Dimeric activation domains often prefer a particular orientation, so the ability to chose different repeat types allows for many different activation domains to be used in the artificial transcription factor. The ability of ESPSearch to identify numerous possible target sequences for these zinc finger constructs suggests that natural human zinc fingers may be sufficient for activating any gene, without the need for engineering specificity, provided a tool is available to analyze the DNA sequence and identify possible target sequences.
Estimating the Specificity of Artificial Transcription Factors
To reduce possible side effects in therapeutic applications, the artificial transcription factor chosen should be highly specific for the desired target site. An approximation of specificity is to determine if other likely binding sites occur in the genome. To identify the most promising potential artificial transcription factor for each gene in Tables 1 and 2 , we used ESPSearch to search the entire human genome for each identified sequence. A target sequence database of the binding sites for the dimers was constructed, and individual GenBank ® chromosome sequences of draft 34 of the human genome were searched; ESPSearch can automatically search multiple files for the same set of target sequences. No pattern processing was performed during this step. The resulting number of sites likely to be bound by each dimeric artificial transcription factor are shown in Table  3 . Using this information, we can distinguish between the multiple choices for each gene and choose the artificial transcription factor that is likely to be the most specific.
A t y p i c a l search speed with ESPSearch was approximately one million bases/s, with peak speeds of nearly three million bases/s (data not shown). Artificial transcription factor binding sites were identified in the whole genome in approximately 20 min.
Estimating the Specificity of siRNAs
A similar approach can be applied to determine the likely specificity of siRNAs. Recent work suggests that the common practice of using BLAST to determine the uniqueness of siRNA binding sites fails to identify many possible target sites (20) . BLAST identifies sequences in the source sequence homologous to the target sequence using a scoring function. The result is not necessarily the same as a search for a sequence with specific variation. For example, BLAST produces different scores for sequences depending on the location of mismatches. Mismatches on the ends penalize a sequence slightly, mismatches as a group in the middle of a sequence penalize the sequence moderately, and mismatches scattered throughout the sequence penalize the sequence heavily. Depending on the RESEARCH REPORT exact parameters used for the BLAST search, some sequences may not be identified that have the same number of mismatches as sequences that are identified. ESPSearch evaluates a sequence strictly on how many mismatches occur, not where they occur, and so will find all sequences containing a particular number of mismatches.
We arbitrarily chose six 21-mers from the BAX mRNA as test sequences for siRNA specificity and used three mismatches as the threshold for possible binding. We used both the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)'s BLAST (version 2.2.9) and ESPSearch to search for each sequence in the whole human genome and in the set of known and predicted human mRNAs. The number of matches identified by each program are shown in Table 4 . In should be noted that in every mRNA and genome search, BLAST found hundreds to thousands of sequences, but the majority were sequences with greater than three mismatches. ESPSearch identified only sequences with three or fewer mismatches and found many not found using BLAST.
ESPSearch took approximately 50 min to identify hits on the whole genome and less than 90 s on the mRNAs. Individual BLAST searches were typically 10-fold or more faster than ESPSearch searches, but the time required to compile the BLAST database (in the case of mRNA, run using standalone BLAST) or wait for the web server response (in the case of whole genome search) meant that the total time investment was comparable for the two programs. Because finding genes that might be affected by siRNAs is critical for evaluating their effectiveness, especially for medical applications (20) , ESPSearch is a superior tool for this application.
Identifying Possible Protein-Protein Binding Sites
We also applied ESPSearch to determine the frequency of protein motifs in the human proteome. The nuclear receptor family of transcription factors is known to interact with coactivators via an LXXLL motif present in coactivators (21) . Chang and coworkers (22) used phage display libraries to determine the importance of residues flanking the core LXXLL region. Three different classes of LXXLL peptides were found, each with different activity; the three classes vary in the three amino acids N-terminal to the LXXLL core. We searched the nonredundant set of human proteins for the LXXLL motif and the three identified classes. Table 5 shows the resulting number of hits identified for each motif and the number of proteins containing at least one of each motif. A casual survey of the list of proteins identified for each of the three peptide motifs identified by phage display turns up several coactivators, suggesting that these motifs may play a role in natural proteins as well. This type of search was not performed in the original study, but took less than 30 s with ESPSearch. ESPSearch can not only rapidly identify protein motifs, but can also be used to determine if a hypothetical, designed, or library-selected motif is present in known proteins of a particular type.
Conclusion
ESPSearch is able to identify essentially any target sequence within any source sequence to find the exact desired sequence(s). Specific strengths include searching any number of sequences simultaneously, identifying target sequences of any length and considerable complexity, the ability to match patterns composed of hits from individual target sequences, and the ability to easily modify the databases, wildcards, and rules to allow user-defined groups and nonstandard nucleic acids or amino acids. In addition, ESPSearch functions without a network connection, requires no knowledge of regular expression design, and can have functionality added or modified if necessary. ESPSearch may not be the best choice for specific applications where specialized tools exist for the search. BLAST is a much superior tool for general alignments, especially when it is not practical to designate all variability (e.g., that a gap can appear anywhere). ESPSearch is a generalized tool useful for user control and many applications, but therefore lacks some of the specialized features available using TRANSFAC or other tools focused on a more specific application. Although ESPSearch may be slower than specialized tools for some searches and does not analyze the output, it is not difficult to feed the resulting output to a spreadsheet or another program for analysis.
We have demonstrated the identification of target sites for and the design of artificial transcription factors containing human zinc fingers, estimated the genome-wide specificity of the possible artificial transcription factors and a variety of siRNAs, and identified possible sites for proteinprotein interactions. The limiting temporal factor for these applications has been reduced to obtaining source sequences to search, not ESPSearch searching the sequences or identifying patterns. ESPSearch should be useful for identifying DNA target sequences when engineering transcription factors, enzymes, siRNAs, and even small molecules. In addition, ESPSearch can be used to identify almost any nucleic acid or protein motif by using the corresponding target sequences and patterns, without the need to design or use a specialized tool. It can be used as an alternative to alignment tools such as BLAST when exact control over the sequence is required, and is fast enough to do whole genome scans for many sequences and patterns of those sequences for various analyses: ESPSearch can currently search the human genome in as little as a few minutes and the yeast genome in seconds. ESPSearch can also be applied to analyzing the frequency of particular sequences in the human genome, determining where specific transcription factor binding sites occur in relation to each other, and identifying cofactor binding sites from protein libraries.
